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Abstract. The BioCreative V.5 task on technical interoperability and
performance of annotation servers evaluated the provision of named entity annotations through web services.
This paper describes Neji, a web-services ready text processing and annotation framework, and shows how its modular and flexible architecture
allowed simple adaptation to the requirements of the task. The configured service offers the annotation of eight concept types through five
dictionaries and three machine-learning models, and has support for a
variety of input and output formats.
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Introduction

The BioCreative1 community has promoted the development and evaluation of
biomedical information retrieval and extraction tools, through the organization
of various shared tasks focused on document triage, entity recognition (e.g. genes,
chemicals) and relation extraction (e.g. protein-protein interactions, chemicaldisease associations).
The technical interoperability and performance of annotation servers (TIPS)
task, part of BioCreative V.5, focused on evaluating the technical aspects of
providing inter-operable web services for named entity recognition [1]. We describe the latest developments of Neji, a modular framework for biomedical text
processing and concept recognition, including the in-built support for REST webservices. Neji web server was used for participation in the TIPS task with a concept recognition service configured for annotating eight concept types through
five dictionaries and three machine-learning models.
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Table 1. Average processing times, in seconds, for documents obtained from the BeCalm document servers.
No. documents
1
100
1000

abstracts

patents

11.5
0.421
0.347

9.35
0.236
0.173
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